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Transit economy: Kazakhstan trajectories 

Since gaining independence in 1991 an issue of income inequality arised in the country. Sharp increase in in-
come of people considered regional character of oil production boom. Author analyzed transition progress of 
Kazakhstani economy by drawing Lorenz curve and calculating Gini coefficient, as common methods of 
evaluating income inequality in economics. Also, author tested hypothesis of correlation between economic 
growth, increase in salaries and income inequality levels. After all calculations author concluded that country 
should closely monitor the expansion of oil field and oil-exploration. This has both direct and indirect effects 
on employment, inequality and overall growth of the economy in future. The government should be proactive 
in formulating macroeconomic policies, including tax reform, and creating trade opportunities beyond the hy-
drocarbon sector to improve income distribution. Investments in education in an active democratic environ-
ment will also further reduce income inequality. The current government’s economic policy commonly 
known as «Nurly Zhol» emphasizes on economic growth, role of finance, industry and overall social welfare. 
Tighter control of national funds, increased economic diversification, investment in human capital, and con-
tinuing development of financial sector are some of the key areas needing close attention to reduce inequality 
in Kazakhstan in the foreseeable future. Formation of a developed market economy in Kazakhstan is possible 
only with a developed strategy, considering not only the past and present periods of its social development 
but also the future, which should be based on objective conditions and principles of functioning of transition 
economies. On a final note, the government should closely monitor the expansion of oil field and oil-
exploration. This has both direct and indirect effects on employment, inequality and overall growth of the 
economy in future. 
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1. Introduction 

Economic development of society is inevitably associated with the transition of economic systems from 
one state to another. Economic systems change and arise because of the development of the economy and 
society. The transition from one economic system to another creates a special transition state of the econo-
my, which can exist in one or several countries and even on a global scale [1]. 

In recent years, more than 80 countries have carried out fundamental reforms aimed at creating a market 
economy. All of them recognized the fundamental fact of economic life: prosperity and high living standards 
are impossible without the creation of a market economic system. Transition economies undergo a set of 
structural transformations intended to develop market-based institutions. These include economic liberaliza-
tion, where prices are set by market forces rather than by a central planning organization. The process has 
been applied in China, the former Soviet Union and Eastern block countries of Europe and some Third world 
countries, and detailed work has been undertaken on its economic and social effects [1]. 

At the end of the 20th century a mass transition of many countries from a socialist to a market economy 
began, and, therefore, a group of issues arises in the fields of economics, which had never been faced before. 
It became necessary to comprehend and generalize new economic phenomena, to revise the doctrines and 
strategies of domestic and foreign policy. 

Analysis of transition economies plays great methodological importance about their growing role in 
modern economic development. Time has shown that there are certain patterns of transitional processes in 
the economy and society. It is a new direction of economic science built on a fundamentally new methodo-
logical approach. 

The study of transition processes is important for revealing the fundamental and purely specific for the 
transition period of macroeconomic development trends and opens great opportunities for new theoretical 
generalizations, solutions to many practical problems.  

Main studies on transition economies compromise widely used indicators such as price liberalization, 
macro-economic stabilization, restructuring and privatization, legal and institutional reforms. 

Recent studies of transition economies include researches in topics of equality of opportunity, gender 
equality and income equality. These imply modern indicators of successful completion of transition [2]. 
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Kazakhstan’s course through transition period is exceptional. Since the country gained independence in 
1990, income inequality has been a main concern for Kazakhstan. 

The development of major oil fields in Kazakhstan began in 1989, with oil itself being the major export 
product. The second half of the 1990s reversed the earlier economic situation through oil exports, prudent 
macroeconomic policies by government, hard budget constraints on enterprises and the banking sector, the 
removal of trade distortions, and with liberalized pricing policies. Various economic reforms have resulted in 
unprecedented average growth rates of 6 % per annum between 1996 and 2013 [1]. The population below the 
poverty line has declined significantly. However, high levels of income inequality remain visible in rural ar-
eas [3; 4].Various policies such as cash transfer to migrants, tax on real estates, and price subsidies to the 
rural poor are being introduced to combat in reducing regional inequalities. 

The time and practical difficulty of implementing privatization and stabilization measures have forced 
governments to liberalize first and only then to undertake stabilization and privatization initiatives. The im-
proper sequencing of reforms is likely to have a significant impact on the stability of the transition to a mar-
ket economy [5]. 

January 6, Kazakhstan issued a decree on the liberalization of prices — the state released the cost of 
almost all goods in free navigation. The step was important from the point of view of transition to a market 
economy, however, it caused a general price increase and chronic inflation. The annual inflation in 1992 ex-
ceeded 3000 % [6]. 

The liberalization of the economy on the principle of «shock therapy» was objectively the only correct 
direction for Kazakhstan, which after the collapse of the USSR did not have the possibility of a phased trans-
fer of society to new business conditions, since it was completely dependent on the course of reforms in Rus-
sia (6). In 1993, the Program of Urgent Anti-Crisis Measures and Deepening of Social and Economic Re-
forms was adopted. 

Through auctions and competitions during 1991–1992, 4770 objects were privatized, including 
472 state farms transferred to collective ownership. Objects of retail trade, catering, consumer services, 
communal services accounted for 60 % of the total number of privatized enterprises [7]. 

In total, during the period 1991–2005, 39853 state-owned property was privatized, including 3709 state-
owned blocks of shares in joint-stock companies and 36050 property complexes, real estate, unfinished con-
struction and other facilities. The revenues from privatization for all these years totaled 334 billion 216 mil-
lion tenges, including 68 billion 54 million tenges transferred to the National Fund of the Republic of Ka-
zakhstan [7]. 

Transition Report published by EBRD in 2016 was the first one to deal exclusively with the important 
subject of inequality and economic inclusion. It focuses on several key aspects of inclusive growth: the dis-
tribution of income; the impact that the transition process has had on people’s well-being and happiness; 
equality of opportunity; and financial inclusion. The analysis in this report draws on the third round of the 
Life in Transition Survey, a household survey conducted by the EBRD and the World Bank in 34 countries 
in late 2015 and the first half of 2016 [2]. 

In many foreign studies of new data, scientists concluded that Kuznets's hypothesis should rather be re-
jected: economic growth may be accompanied by a decrease, an increase or a conservation of inequality. Re-
searchers note examples when the increase in inequality took place against a backdrop of not growth but a 
decline (the countries of Eastern Europe and Central Asia in the period 1985-1995, [8], as well as examples 
of the negative impact of inequality on economic growth. 

Research question. Determine current stage of transition process of Kazakhstan by evaluating income 
inequality. 

Research hypothesis. Positive correlation between economic growth and income equality in transition 
economies is constructed. Income inequality decreases linearly with economic growth in a long-run transi-
tioning country. 

Research objective. The purpose of the dissertation work is to study the essence of the transition pro-
cesses of the economic system of modern Kazakhstan and evaluate income inequality by regions. 

The following tasks serve to achieve these goals: 
• to identify general theoretical approaches to the study of the transition processes of the economic sys-

tem; 
• based on the analysis of the main global transition indicators look through the historical path of Ka-

zakhstani economy;  
• to identify the current progress of transition process by calculating Gini coefficient and Lorenz curve; 
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• to propose and justify practical recommendations on the formation of economic and institutional poli-
cies for the withdrawal of the economy of Kazakhstan to the trajectory of sustainable development. 

The scientific importance of the study is determined by the following: 
 given an analysis of current results of market transformations are given; 
 analyzed main transition indicators in a prospect of Kazakhstani economic path; 
 estimated correlation between income inequality, economic growth and average salary; performed re-

gression analysis; 
 recommendations on the formation of economic and institutional policies of the state in the conditions 

of transition to a new model of management; 
 methodological recommendations proposed by the author can serve as a basis for improving the activ-

ities of regional government bodies. 
The practical significance of the work is that the results obtained during the analysis of transition pro-

cesses can serve as a basis for the creation of a general theory of transition processes in Kazakhstan. Identi-
fied current level of progress by using modern statistical approach. The proposed recommendations in the 
field of formation of economic and institutional policies can be used during further reforming the Kazakh-
stani economic system. 

2. Methodology 

In this section, the number of methodological approaches in the fields of income inequality was de-
scribed. First, as primary and common indicators of income inequality, represented Lorenz curve and Gini 
coefficient calculation methods. Secondly, there was constructed regression model regarding the hypothesis 
discussion above. Constrained sensitivity analysis between GDP per capita values and average salary as an 
economic growth indicators and income inequality level. Data from official statistical sources is used. 

1. Lorenz curve 
The Lorenz curve is a graphical representation of income inequality or wealth inequality developed by 

American economist Max Lorenz in 1905. The graph plots percentiles of the population based on income or 
wealth on the horizontal axis. The Lorenz curve is often accompanied by a straight diagonal line with a slope 
of 1, which represents perfect equality in income or wealth distribution; the Lorenz curve lies beneath it, 
showing the actual distribution. The area between the straight line and the curved line, expressed as a ratio of 
the area under the straight line, is the Gini coefficient, a measurement of inequality. 

The Lorenz curve can usually be represented by a function L(F), where F, the cumulative portion of the 
population, is represented by the horizontal axis, and L, the cumulative portion of the total wealth or income, 
is represented by the vertical axis: 

Y = L(X). 

Please refer to Figure 1 to typical Lorenz curve example. 
 

 
Note. Source: https://www.intelligenteconomist.com/lorenz-curve-gini-coefficient/. 

Figure 1. Typical Lorenz curve example 
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A Lorenz curve always starts at (0,0) and ends at (1,1). The Lorenz curve is not defined if the mean of 
the probability distribution is zero or infinite. 

The Lorenz curve for a probability distribution is a continuous function. However, Lorenz curves repre-
senting discontinuous functions can be constructed as the limit of Lorenz curves of probability distributions, 
the line of perfect inequality being an example. 

The information in a Lorenz curve may be summarized by the Gini coefficient. The Lorenz curve can-
not rise above the line of perfect equality. If the variable being measured cannot take negative values, the 
Lorenz curve: 

 cannot sink below the line of perfect inequality; 
 is increasing. 
To draw Lorenz curve there were used official statistical data of labor force and average salary by re-

gions as at first quarter of 2018. Please refer to Table 1 to see primary data used. 

T a b l e  1  

Average salaries and labor force at the first quarter of 2018 

№ Region 
Labor 
force 

Labor 
force, % 

Cumulative, 
% 

Average salary, 
KZT 

Average 
salary, % 

Cumula-
tive, % 

1 South Kazakhstan 1,197,038 13 % 13 % 102,080 4 % 4 % 
2 Almaty region 1,037,531 11 % 25 % 108,727 5 % 9 % 
3 Almaty city 939,190 10 % 35 % 187,791 8 % 17 % 
4 East Kazakhstan 722,286 8 % 43 % 126,594 5 % 22 % 
5 Karagandy 685,000 8 % 51 % 142,052 6 % 28 % 
6 Zhambyl 531,067 6 % 57 % 102,134 4 % 32 % 
7 Astana city 521,492 6 % 62 % 223,533 9 % 41 % 
8 Kostanay 517,098 6 % 68 % 114,836 5 % 46 % 
9 Aktobe 429,464 5 % 73 % 125,915 5 % 51 % 

10 Akmola 428,878 5 % 78 % 110,395 5 % 56 % 
11 Pavlodar 416,311 5 % 82 % 133,905 6 % 61 % 
12 Kyzylorda 347,411 4 % 86 % 122,022 5 % 66 % 
13 West Kazakhstan 336,605 4 % 90 % 145,999 6 % 72 % 
14 Atyrau 315,711 3 % 93 % 279,850 12 % 84 % 
15 North Kazakhstan 310,312 3 % 97 % 102,254 4 % 88 % 
16 Mangystau 292,038 3 % 100 % 282,009 12 % 100 % 

9,027,432 100 % 2,410,096 100 % 

Note. Source: constructed by author. 
 
2. Gini coefficient 
The Gini coefficient is a measure of inequality of a distribution. It is defined as a ratio with values be-

tween 0 and 1: the numerator is the area between the Lorenz curve of the distribution and the uniform distri-
bution line; the denominator is the area under the uniform distribution line. It was developed by the Italian 
statistician Corrado Gini and published in his 1912 paper «Variabilità e mutabilità» («Variability and Muta-
bility»). The Gini index is the Gini coefficient expressed as a percentage, and is equal to the Gini coefficient 
multiplied by 100 (the Gini coefficient is equal to half of the relative mean difference). 

The Gini coefficient is often used to measure income inequality. Here, 0 corresponds to perfect income 
equality (i.e. everyone has the same income) and 1 corresponds to perfect income inequality (i.e. one person 
has all the income, while everyone else has zero income). 

The Gini coefficient is defined as a ratio of the areas on the Lorenz curve diagram. If the area between 
the line of perfect equality and Lorenz curve is A, and the area under the Lorenz curve is B, then the Gini 
coefficient is A/(A+B). Since A+B = 0.5, the Gini coefficient, G = 2A = 1–2B. If the Lorenz curve is repre-
sented by the function Y = L(X), the value of B can be found with integration and: 

1 2 . 
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3. Hypothesis testing, measurement and variables 
In this part of section examined the link between economic growth and income inequality level. Con-

structed general function is following: 
; , 

Whereas, IEt is income inequality, Yt is GDP per capita and Wt is average salary since 1996 to 2015. 
Please refer to Table 2 for input variables used during the regression testing. During the testing used Gini 
index calculated by World bank since 1996. 

T a b l e  2  

Gini index (World bank), GDP per capita and average salary 

Year Gini index 
GDP per capita,  

KZT 
Average salary,  

KZT 
1996 35.4 90,880 6,841 
2001 35.4 218,772 17,303 
2002 34 254,142 20,323 
2003 33 309,341 23,128 
2004 31.4 391,004 28,329 
2005 29.6 501,128 34,060 
2006 30 667,212 40,790 
2007 28.5 829,865 52,479 
2008 29.1 1,024,175 60,805 
2009 28.8 1,056,855 67,333 
2010 28.6 1,336,606 77,611 
2011 27.4 1,705,849 90,028 
2012 27.5 1,847,085 101,263 
2013 26.3 2,113,205 109,141 
2014 26.5 2,294,830 121,021 
2015 26.5 2,330,360 126,021 

Note. Source: constructed by author. 
 
Above hypothesis is tested using descriptive statistics and regression analysis. 
Results of described methods discussed in next section. 

3. Results 

In this study inequality was calculated for Kazakhstani citizens monthly average salary by using Lorenz 
curve and Gini coefficients. Also, hypothesis of positive correlation between economic growth in early stag-
es and income inequality is tested. 

Lorenz curve results are seen from Figure 2. A popular measure of inequality is the Gini coefficient, de-
rived from the Lorenz curve, which ranges from 0 (perfect equality) to 1 (perfect inequality or one has all the 
income; all others have none). The figure shows the existence of skewed distribution. The Lorenz curve is far 
from the equality distribution line. Gin-coefficient value of 0.17 also guarantees the existence of inequality in 
average salaries holding distribution among citizens in the area. 
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T a b l e  3  

Correlation matrix 

Variable Gini index GDP per capita Average salary 
Gini index 1 -0.891 -0.907 
GDP per capita -0.891 1 0.997 
Average salary -0.907 0.997 1 

Note. Source: constructed by author. 
 

To decrease income inequality between the rich and poor, the financial sector in Kazakhstan should be 
socially inclusive over time, leading to benefits for all segments of society. The development of capital mar-
kets and greater access to the same is necessary in this respect. The relocation of resources beyond the oil 
sector, technological innovation and accumulation of human capital are also required to lift the poor and 
middle class. Suggestion is made that the economy should also diversify its industrial base beyond the oil 
sector to improve income distribution and job opportunities. 

T a b l e  4  

Summary statistics 

Variable Observations Minimum Maximum Mean Std. deviation 
GDP per capita 16 90880.000 2330360.000 1060706.813 782695.029 
Average salary 16 6841.000 126021.000 61029.750 39271.141 
Gini index 16 26.300 35.400 29.875 3.086 

Note. Source: constructed by author. 

T a b l e  5  

Hypothesis testing summary for all variables 

Variable GDP per capita Average salary 
R² 0.794 0.823 
F 53.909 65.231 

Pr > F < 0.0001 < 0.0001 

T a b l e  6  

Chi-square test: 

Chi-square (Observed value) 329.263 
Chi-square (Critical value) 24.996 
DF 15 
p-value < 0.0001 
alpha 0.05 

Note. Source: constructed by author. 

Test interpretation Table 6: 
H0: The rows and the columns of the table are independent. 
Ha: There is a link between the rows and the columns of the table. 
As the computed p-value is lower than the significance level alpha=0.05, one should reject the null hy-

pothesis H0, and accept the alternative hypothesis Ha. 
The risk to reject the null hypothesis H0 while it is true is lower than 0.01 %. 

4. Conclusion 

The model of transformation of Kazakhstani economic system should be based on an effective combi-
nation of the needs of modern economic development and clear determination of the government role. There 
are certain areas of macroeconomic management, where actions initiated by the state should be the norm. 
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The state should create reliable legal and social market conditions for the realization of economic goals, 
while at the same time there are vast areas of institutional transformation where state intervention is unac-
ceptable. 

Although the process of reform has been going on since the beginning of the 1990s, and to this day 
there is no clear model of the economy and society that would be desirable for most the population of the 
country and at the same time achievable. There are no targets in the sphere of economic policy. To act as a 
regulating factor in socio-economic life, it is necessary to radically change its functions in relation to the 
conditions and requirements of a market economy. It must be able to pursue a policy of compensation for the 
social costs that accompany reforms. Reforming Kazakhstan involves the development of a clear concept of 
a well-conceived and interrelated transformation plan. 

The government should be proactive in formulating macroeconomic policies, including tax reform, and 
creating trade opportunities beyond the hydrocarbon sector to improve income distribution. Investments in 
education in an active democratic environment will also further reduce income inequality. The current gov-
ernment’s economic policy commonly known as «Nurly Zhol» emphasizes on economic growth, role of fi-
nance, industry and overall social welfare. Tighter control of national funds, increased economic diversifica-
tion, investment in human capital, and continuing development of financial sector are some of the key areas 
needing close attention to reduce inequality in Kazakhstan in the foreseeable future. 

Formation of a developed market economy in Kazakhstan is possible only with a developed strategy, 
considering not only the past and present periods of its social development but also the future, which should 
be based on objective conditions and principles of functioning of transition economies. 

On a final note, the government should closely monitor the expansion of oil field and oil-exploration. 
This has both direct and indirect effects on employment, inequality and overall growth of the economy in 
future. 
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М.С. Аймурзинов, Г.С. Баймухамедова, А.А. Лучанинова 

Транзиттік экономика: қазақстандық траекториясы 

1991 ж. тəуелсіздік алғаннан бері Қазақстанда табыс теңсіздігі мəселесі əсіресе өзекті болып келеді. 
Елдегі табыс теңсіздігі аумақтық сипат алған. Мақалада табыс теңсіздігін өлшеудегі соңғы əдіснамаларды 
қолданып, Лоренц қисығы жəне Гини коэффициентін санады. Оған қоса, экономикалық өсу мен жалақы 
өсуінің табыс теңсіздігіне əсерін есептеп шығарды. Барлық есептеулерден кейін экономиканы диверси-
фикациялау маңыздылығы қорытылды. Үкімет макроэкономикалық саясатты, оның ішінде салық 
реформасын, табыстарды бөлуді жақсарту үшін көмірсутегі секторынан тыс сауда мүмкіндіктерін 
жасауда белсенділігін көрсетті. Белсенді демократиялық ортадағы білімге инвестициялар кірістердің 
теңсіздігін одан əрі төмендетті. Қазіргі кездегі «Нұрлы жол» деп аталатын қазіргі экономикалық 
саясаттың экономикалық өсуі, қаржы, өнеркəсіп жəне жалпы əлеуметтік қамсыздандырудың рөлі ерекше. 
Ұлттық қорларды неғұрлым қатаң бақылау, экономикалық əртараптандыруды ұлғайту, адам капиталын 
инвестициялау жəне қаржы секторының тұрақты дамуы жақын болашақта Қазақстандағы теңсіздікті 
төмендету мəселелеріне баса назар аударуды қажет ететін негізгі салалардың бірі. Қазақстанда дамыған 
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нарықтық экономиканың қалыптасуы тек əлеуметтік дамудың өткен жəне қазіргі кезеңдерін ғана емес, 
сондай-ақ өтпелі экономикасы бар елдердің объективті шарттары мен принциптеріне негізделетін 
болашақты ескеретін дамыған стратегиямен ғана мүмкін. Қорытындылай келе, үкімет мұнай кен 
орындарын кеңейтуді жəне мұнай барлауды мұқият бақылап отыру керектігін атап өтеміз. Бұл жұмыспен 
қамту теңсіздік жəне болашақта жалпы экономикалық өсімге тікелей жəне жанама əсер етеді. 

Кілт сөздер: өтпелі экономика, Қазақстан экономикасы, табыс теңсіздігі, Лоренц қисығы, Гини 
коэффициенті. 

 

М.С. Аймурзинов, Г.С. Баймухамедова, А.А. Лучанинова 

Транзитная экономика: казахстанские траектории 

С момента получения независимости в 1991 г. в Казахстане остро возник вопрос неравенства доходов 
населения. Распределение доходов и уровень заработной платы в стране имеет региональный харак-
тер. Авторы провели расчеты неравенства доходов методами расчета коэффициента Гини и кривой 
Лоренца. Также показали корреляцию между экономическим ростом, увеличением заработной платы 
и уровнем неравенства доходов. После всех расчетов был сделан вывод о регуляции нефтяного произ-
водства и равного распределения доходов путем развития других секторов экономики. Это оказывает 
как прямое, так и косвенное влияние на занятость, неравенство и общий рост экономики в будущем. 
Правительство должно активно разрабатывать макроэкономическую политику, включая налоговую 
реформу, и создавать торговые возможности за пределами сектора углеводородов для улучшения рас-
пределения доходов. Инвестиции в образование в активной демократической среде также будут спо-
собствовать дальнейшему снижению неравенства доходов. Экономическая политика нынешнего пра-
вительства, широко известная как «Нурлы жол», делает упор на экономический рост, роль финансов, 
промышленности и общего социального обеспечения. Ужесточение контроля над национальными 
фондами, увеличение экономической диверсификации, инвестиции в человеческий капитал и посто-
янное развитие финансового сектора являются одними  из ключевых областей, требующих присталь-
ного внимания к снижению неравенства в Казахстане в обозримом будущем. Формирование развитой 
рыночной экономики в Казахстане возможно только при разработанной стратегии, учитывающей не 
только прошлые и нынешние периоды ее социального развития, но и будущее, которое должно осно-
вываться на объективных условиях и принципах функционирования стран с переходной экономикой. 
В заключение отметим, что правительство должно внимательно следить за расширением нефтяных 
месторождений и разведкой нефти. Это оказывает как прямое, так и косвенное воздействие на заня-
тость, неравенство и  общий рост экономики в будущем. 
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